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Vortex liquid entanglement in irradiated YBa 2Cu3O7 thin films
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Epitaxial YBa2Cu3O7 thin films, grown by high-pressure dc sputtering, are irradiated with He1 ions at 80
keV with doses between 1014 and 1015 cm22. Irradiation reduces the critical temperature but it does not
modify the carrier concentration. Angle-dependent resistivity is used to show that the mass anisotropy does not
change upon irradiation. The melting transition in magnetic fields applied parallel to thec axis is analyzed by
I-V critical scaling, and all irradiated and nonirradiated samples show a three-dimensional vortex glass transi-
tion with the same critical exponents. The dissipation in the liquid state is analyzed in terms of the activation
energy of the magnetoresistance in a perpendicular magnetic field. While as-grown samples show an activation
energy depending as 1/H on the applied magnetic field, irradiated samples show a dependence as 1/H0.5,
characteristic of plastic deformation of vortices. This is discussed in terms of the point disorder introduced by
ion irradiation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Disorder is known to play a crucial role determining t
vortex matter phase diagram in high temperat
superconductors.1 Extensive investigation has been done
single crystals, showing that correlated and point like dis
der compete to stabilize very different vortex phases. Whi
relative ordered vortex phase~Bragg glass! is known to exist
in clean samples at low magnetic fields, and the melt
transition is first order,2,3 the presence of disorder enhanc
the glass like properties of the vortex solid, and turns
melting transition into second order.4–6 Correlated disorder
due to high energy ion irradiation or to twin boundarie
promotes vortex confinement and stabilizes a Bose g
phase at low magnetic fields.5,7–9Point disorder, on the othe
hand, favors vortex meandering, which may even result
very disordered entangled vortex solid at low temperature10

Experimental evidence has been very recently presented
vortex glass phase stabilized by point disorder in proton
radiated YBCO single crystals.11 The coexistence of the vari
ous solid phases gives rise to multicritical points in the ph
diagram. The stability of the various phases is determined
a delicate balance between elastic, pinning and thermal
ergy, and magnetic field, controlling the vortex-vortex a
the vortex-defect interactions, triggers phase transitions
tween the various phases.12–18

While extensive investigation has been performed
single crystals, little is known about thin film samples. Th
films are interesting systems to study the effect of disor
on the vortex phase diagram because they can show a
specific kind of disorder linked to the details of the produ
tion process. In fact, very recently, evidence has been
vided for the existence of edge and screw dislocations al
the growth direction which act as effective pinning centers
low fields.19 These correlated defects may compete w
pointlike defects to stabilize disordered vortex phases. M
likely, the reason why the first order melting transition h
never been observed in thin films is related to inherent
order not appearing in single crystals.
0163-1829/2001/63~6!/064503~5!/$15.00 63 0645
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In this paper we report on the effect of point disord
introduced by low energy, light ion (He1) irradiation, on the
liquid state dissipation of high quality epitaxial YBCO thi
films. The melting transition is analyzed fromIV critical
scaling with the magnetic field applied parallel to the c ax
Irradiated and non-irradiated samples show a 3D vortex g
transition with the same critical exponents. However, the d
sipation in the liquid state show interesting difference
While as grown samples show an activation energy depe
ing as 1/H on the applied magnetic field, similar to the on
found in samples with correlated disorder,20 irradiated
samples show a dependence as 1/H0.5, characteristic of plas-
tic deformation of vortices.1

II. EXPERIMENT

The samples for this study were high quality fully ox
genated YBCO samples epitaxially grown on STO by a h
pressure~3.4 mbar! dc sputtering system in pure oxygen a
mosphere. Substrate temperature was kept at 900 °C to
c-axis orientation.21 Samples were irradiated at room tem
perature with He1 ions from a high purity gas source using
commercial ion implanter. Beam currents were smaller th
0.1 mA cm22 to minimize heating effects. Samples we
tilted 7° away from the beam direction to avoid channelin
Energy was kept at 80 keV, and doses were varied betw
1014 cm22 and 1015 cm22. The projected ion range calcu
lated using the SRIM 96 software was larger than 3000 A
all cases. Accordingly, film thickness was fixed at 500 A
ensure an homogeneous defect distribution, and that H1

ions go through the film and embed into the substrate.I-V
curves were measured on photolithographically patter
bridges with dimensions 303400 m m2 in magnetic fields
up to 7 T. Contacts were done on evaporated silver pa
which ensured small contact resistance. A tempera
stability better than 50 mK was attained prior to data acq
sition.
©2001 The American Physical Society03-1
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Prior to irradiation, samples had critical temperatures
91 K and transition widths smaller than 0.3 K. The effect
ion irradiation was a systematic reduction of the critical te
perature with the irradiation dose. Figure 1 shows the re
tive transitions for a set of samples irradiated at a fixed
ergy ~80 keV! and doses ranging between 1014 cm22 and
1015 cm22. Tc changed linearly with dose, decreasing a
rate of (7.5 K)/1014(He1/cm2). Normal resistivity curves
are essentially linear and parallel suggesting that the ca
concentration is essentially preserved. Only the samples
diated at the highest doses (1015 cm22) show the curvature
in the normal state resistivity characteristic of the und
doped samples. The systematic increase of the resist
along with the reduction of the critical temperature sugge
that the effect of irradiation is to create scattering centers
reducedTc degradation can be observed at high energ
this showing the nuclear nature of the damage, i.e., dam
consists basically in atomic displacements. An analysis
the irradiated samples by x-ray diffraction showed that str
ture is essentially preserved, since there are no signs of
broadening and the width of the rocking curves remain
unchanged between 0.15° and 0.30°. An increase of th
lattice parameter, measured from the position of the diffr
tion peaks, was observed, which correlates with the decr
in the critical temperature: as grown samples (Tc591 K)
had c511.65 A whilst irradiated samples withTc520 K
showedc511.71 A. Since chain oxygen atoms are the m
loosely bound specie in the structure, the most probable
fects are those atoms displaced into the vacant O~5! along the
a axis.22 These defects scatter carriers in the planes and p
ably reduce the critical temperature by pair breaking.23

I-V curves were measured in as grown and irradia
samples. Figure 2~a! shows theI-V curves for a sample irra
diated with a dose of 431014 cm22, which had aTc of 60
K, at a magnetic field of 3 T. The vortex-glass phase tran
tion was analyzed according to the vortex glass theory,4 us-
ing the scaling relation

E~J!5Jjg
D222zE6FJjg

D21 f0

kBTG , ~1!

FIG. 1. Electrical resistivity vs temperature for epitaxi
YBa2Cu3O7 thin films at zero magnetic field, before~fresh sample
at the bottom! and after 80 keV He1 irradiation with doses 3.5, 4, 5
7, 8, and 931014 cm22 ~from bottom to top!.
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wherejg}uT2Tgu2n is the vortex-glass correlation length
and n and z are the static and dynamic exponents resp
tively, the parameter D is the dimension of the system, an
is a universal scaling function above (E1) and below (E2)
the glass transition temperatureTg . This analysis provided a
good collapse of ther-J curves; see Fig. 2~b!. Scaling expo-
nents took values well in the range reported previously
fresh YBCO samples,21 z54.75 andn51.4, and the dimen-
sion parameterD was always 3. Dealing with thin films
there is the concern that film thickness may dictate the
dimension of the transition if vortices are probed at leng
scales larger than sample thickness. However, the 3D c
acter of the transition indicates that film thickness is lar
enough for vortices being probed on length scales sma
that film thickness in the whole range of current densities
this experiment. It is important to note that scaling expon
z were also determined independently of scaling, from
slope of the critical isotherm:4 r( j ,Tg)} j (z122D)/(D21). An
independent determination ofTg , on the other hand, is als
obtained from the zero extrapolation of (] ln r/]T)21 in re-
sistivity plots. Scaling exponents were found to be indep
dent of the magnetic field up to 7 T applied parallel to the c
axis. Vortex glass scaling with the same critical expone
was found for the different irradiated samples up to doses

FIG. 2. ~a! I-V characteristics in double logarithmic scale f
irradiated YBa2Cu3O7 thin film with a dose of 431014 cm22 in a
magnetic field of 3 T. The temperature ranges from 40 K~lower
right! to 51 K ~upper left! in increments of 1 K.~b! r*- j * scaling
curves according to a 3D vortex glass model for irradia
YBa2Cu3O7 in a magnetic field of 3 T.
3-2
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831014 cm22 with Tc values as low as 26 K. In addition
Tc-Tg did not change significantly, suggesting that the wid
of the critical region does not depend on irradiation dose.
example, while a sample, irradiated with a dose of
31014 cm22, had aTc of 26 K and aTg of 12.7 K at 3 T
(Tc-Tg513.3 K), the sample shown in Fig. 2, irradiate
with a dose of 431014 cm22, had aTc of 60 K and aTg of
46.9 K at the same magnetic field, i.e.,Tc-Tg513.1 K. The
linear dependence ofTc on irradiation dose quoted abov
provides therefore also the dependence ofTg on irradiation
dose:Tg shifts down at a rate of (7.5 K)/1014(He1/cm2). A
reduction of the first order melting temperature with fluen
has also been observed in proton irradiated YBCO sin
crystals, and has been interpreted in terms of an enha
entanglement of the liquid state induced by point disord
which difficults the formation of the solid.24

For the nonirradiated sample we also found the same c
cal exponents (z54.85 andn51.4),25 showing that the point
disorder introduced by ion irradiation does not change
dynamics of the vortex solid-liquid transition.

Resistive transitions with magnetic field applied perpe
dicular to thec axis can be used to get information abo
vortex flow in the liquid state. Shown in Fig. 3 are Arrheni
plots of the resistivity for the same irradiated YBa2Cu3O7
thin film with a dose of 431014 cm22 in parallel and per-
pendicular magnetic fields up to 7 T, at a transport curren
10 m A.

Since elastic energy is directly influenced by the m
anisotropy,g5(mc /mab)

0.5, an important point to address
whether or not ion irradiation changesg. In the former ex-
pression,mab and mc , are the in plane and out of plan
effective masses. The irreversibility line determined from
sistivity curves for both field orientations, can be used to
an estimate of the anisotropy parameter, for as grown
irradiated samples. The irreversibility line is defined fro
r-J measurements as the onset of nonlinear behavior
corresponds to the first isotherm for which ohmic respons
observed~going from glass to liquid! over the whole curren
range.26 From resistivity vs temperature curves, choosing
resistivity criterion of 1 mV cm, a temperature,T*, is de-

FIG. 3. ~a! Electrical resistivity vs 1000/T for irradiated
YBa2Cu3O7 with a dose of 431014 cm22 in magnetic fields ap-
plied parallel to thec axis. Inset: temperature dependence of
derivative](ln r)/](T21) in a magnetic field of 7 T.
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fined which can be considered as an upper bound of
irreversibility line.7 Figure 4 displays the irreversibility line
(T*) for field orientationsHab andHc parallel and perpen-
dicular to the planes for the irradiated sample. For both fi
orientations the irreversibility line could be fitted to an equ
tion of the formH5H0(12T/Tc0)a, whereTc0 is the zero
field transition temperature andH0 anda are fitting param-
eters. We obtainH0ab5444615 T, aab51.9060.05, H0c
56265 T, ac51.5560.05 for both field orientations
which are in agreement with previously reported results
single crystals.10 The ratioH0ab /H0c supplies an estimate o
the anisotropy parameterg'7, similar to the value obtained
for as grown samples. Further support for this importa
point was obtained from the angular dependence of the
sistivity in the liquid state (T/Tc50.98) at various magnetic
fields. The anisotropic Ginzburg Landau scaling law p
posed by Blatteret al.,27 in terms of a scaling fieldHe(u)
5H(cos2u1g22sin2u)1/2. The scaling obtained following this
procedure is shown in the inset of Fig. 4. The anisotro
parameter determined from this scaling was,g'7, similar to
the value obtained from the irreversibility line. We can th
conclude that light ion irradiation does not change anis
ropy. Since oxygen removal is known to cause an increas
the anisotropy in underdoped samples,21 this supports our
point that ion irradiation does not reduce carrier concen
tion.

The resistivity in the liquid state can be described by
thermally activated formr(H,T)5r0exp@2U(H,T)/kBT#,
where U(H,T) is the activation energy for vortex motion
U(H,T) can be used to highlight the dissipation mechani
in the liquid state. It is clear that in the limit of low tempera
tures, i.e., low resistivity levels, the Arrhenius plots rema
linear, as a result of the a linear temperature dependenc
the activation energy. The inset of Fig. 3 shows a clear p
teau in the derivative](ln r)/](T21) and an increase in the
low temperature region associated to the glassy behavio

FIG. 4. Irreversibility line for irradiated YBa2Cu3O7 with a dose
of 431014 cm22 in magnetic fields parallel and perpendicular
the c axis. The solid lines are fits toH5H0(12T/Tc0)a. Inset:
Scaling after the anisotropic Ginzburg Landau model~see text! ob-
tained from the angular dependence of the resistivity data at m
netic fields of 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 T.
3-3
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this temperature regionU(H,T) follows the functional de-
pendenceU0(12T/Tc) expected from the London model fo
free energy,28 in which the activation energy must be zero
Tc due to the vanishing line tensione05(f0/4pl)2. It is
important to stress that the resistitvity data used to define
activation process in the liquid state are chosen well ab
the critical region for which critical scaling was obtaine
~see Figs. 2 and 3!. Figure 5 shows the values ofU0 as a
function of magnetic field, which follow anH20.5 depen-
dence, with values similar to those reported by Lo´pezet al.
for proton irradiated single crystals.10 This magnetic field
dependence ofU0 is consistent with plastic motion of vorti
ces. The size of the characteristic plastic barriers have b
estimated to beUpl;g21e0a0,29,30 for plastic deformations
on the scale of the lattice spacinga0, which provides the
correct scaling (12T/Tc)H

20.5. The activation energy of the
form of Upl , is then a strong indication of vorte
entanglement.30,31,34Since vortex entanglement involves vo
tex deformations of sizea0, and melting involves deforma
tions which are a fractioncL ~the Lindemann number! of the
vortex lattice spacing, the basic energy scale governing
tex entanglement (Upl;g21e0a0) is the same governing
melting. Plastic barriers and melting temperature,Tg , can be
related via the Lindemann number:28 Tg.2.7cL

2Upl . The
melting temperature obtained experimentally from the sc
ing analysis provides the correct energy scale for plastic
formation. For example, using theTg546.88 K value in a
magnetic field of 3 T, and assuming an approximate value
the Lindemann number1 (cL50.15–0.2), an energyU0
value is obtained~2000 K! in good agreement with our ex
perimental values~see Fig. 5!. Plastic deformation of vorti-
ces and entanglement can be understood as a result of s
pinning at the point like defects, which induces lateral vor
wandering.10

The same analysis conducted on non irradiated sam
yielded an activation energy scaling as 1/H with the applied
magnetic field~see Fig. 5!. The same field dependence of th
activation energy has been found in YBCO crystals in pr
ence of correlated disorder as twin boundaries, irradia
tracks or splayed defects.20,32,33 Various defects can be in

FIG. 5. Magnetic-field dependence of the activation energy
fresh~solid circles! and irradiated~solid triangles! YBa2Cu3O7 thin
films. The solid line is a fit toU0}H2a with a5160.05 for as-
grown sample anda50.560.05 for irradiated sample.
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voked as posible sources of correlated disorder in as gr
YBCO samples. Since YBCO in plane lattice parameters
very close, domains rotated 90° frequently appear in t
epitaxial films grown on STO, giving rise to dense arrays
twin boundaries. Recently, Damet al.19 have reported the
presence of dislocations parallel to thec axis going all the
way to the substrate, which act as effective pinning cent
Twin boundaries and/or dislocations might act as correla
disorder stabilizing a Bose glass phase. In this scenario
related disorder is known to stabilize a disentangled liq
state, as demonstrated in twinned single crystals by
transformer measurements.35,36 Although a good scaling is
obtained according to a 3D vortex glass transition, this d
not exclude the Bose glass phase, since both theories pro
similar scaling relations for magnetic fields along the c ax
However, our measurements of the angle dependent resi
ity at low temperatures did not show the presence of the c
like features characteristic of the Bose glass. Not even aft
closer inspection of the small angular range(2°) for which
Grigeraet al. 9 have recently reported the cusp signature
the Bose glass in twinned single crystals. This allows us
exclude the presence of the Bose glass transition. We can
therefore, ascribe the 1/H dependence of the activation en
ergy to a disentangled liquid state. In fact this depende
has been found in single crystals containing splayed def
and has been interpreted in terms of a densely entan
liquid state caused by the splayed defects. An analysis
terms of the competition between elastic and pinning ene
of vortex segments pinned by columnar defects has provi
the correct field dependence.20 Interestingly, the activation
energy for the irradiated sample is lower than that obtain
for the non irradiated one~Fig. 5!. This behavior supports the
picture of a densely entangled state in the non irradia
samples: otherwise one would expect that point disorder
troduced by irradiation should enhance pinning thus incre
ing the activation energy. An increase of the activation e
ergy upon irradiation has been observed in proton irradia
YBCO single crystals when fluence is increased.24 The acti-
vation energy of our non irradiated sample at 4 T is 12500
and the one of the irradiated sample shown in Fig. 5 is 18
K at the same field. The value of 12500 K is very close to
roughly 12400 K obtained by Kwoket al.20 in single crystals
with splayed defects. On the other hand the value of 180
for the irradiated sample is reasonably close to the roug
1400 K obtained for proton irradiated YBCO sing
crystals.10 Most likely, correlated disorder plays a role i
establishing this densely entangled state, much in the s
way that the splayed defects do in YBCO single crysta
although the exact mechanism remains unclear. Additiona
we would like to remark that, besides correlated disord
there is, most likely, also point disorder present in the n
irradiated samples, and there may be then a complicated
terplay between both types of defects.10,34

In summary, we have studied the effect of light ion irr
diation on the dissipation properties of epitaxial YBC
films. The dynamics of the vortex solid to liquid transitio
seems not to be modified by ion irradiation. Good scalin
according to a 3D vortex glass transition are obtained for
grown and irradiated samples, with the same values of

r
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critical exponents. The anisotropy parameterg is also not
modified by irradiation. The magnetic field dependence
the barriers for vortex motion in the liquid state chang
from aH21, in the as grown samples, toH20.5 in the irradi-
ated samples. The 1/H dependence is interpreted in terms
a densely entangled state,20 probably promoted by the pres
ence of correlated disorder. TheH20.5 dependence of the
activation energy in the irradiated sample is similar to th
observed in proton irradiated single crystals,10 and is inter-
preted in terms of point disorder introduced by ion irrad
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
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tion. Strong pinning at point defects promotes vortex mea
dering and plastic deformation when the lateral displacem
becomes comparable to the intervortex separation.
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